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Our purpose here is to highlight a turning point in the
history of thyroid surgery, and emphasize that recognizing and
appreciating the input of others is a major contributor to the
continuing prosperity of the science and art of surgery.

The transition from the bloody and festering time for
thyroid surgery (the mid 19th century) to the time where thyroid
surgery was considered extremely safe and efficient (mid 20th
century) was mainly attributed to the work of seven pioneers
often referred to in literature as “the magnificent seven”
[1]. These were Theodor Billroth, Theodor Kocher, William
Halsted, Charles Mayo, George Crile, Frank Lahey and Thomas
Dunhill. Kocher is considered the “father of thyroid surgery”.
The principles he described revolutionized thyroid surgery
and earned him the Nobel Prize in Medicine and Physiology in
1909 [1].Similar work of pioneers of our era was behind the
birth and evolution of minimal access surgery (MAS). The door
to MAS was opened by two gifted individuals: a scientist and a
precision instrument maker. Professor Harold Hopkins (19181994), a renowned British physicist, introduced the rigid rod lens
system in 1959. Karl Storz, a German manufacturer of precision
medical instruments, took the commercial risk of putting it into
production and added the fiberoptic light transmission system
[2]. A major contributor to the advancement of MAS for thyroid
pathologies was the work of Professor Paolo Miccoli; an Italian
Surgeon who developed and popularized the most widely spread
endoscopic thyroidectomy performed today; the minimally
invasive video-assisted thyroidectomy (MIVAT ) [3].
At first glance, one would think that the importance of
minimal access thyroid surgery arises solely from the fact that
the majority of patients are young women who may be equally
concerned about therapeutic and cosmetic outcomes, and that
the contemporary endocrine surgeon needs to offer patients a
surgical approach that is tailored to their concerns and desires.
Such a view is probably further reinforced by the development
of various remote-access procedures that offer patients thyroid
surgery free of a neck scar. Remote-access thyroid surgery
despite being optimal in conserving the patient’s body image
[4], exemplifies where the concepts of a minimal access and
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minimal invasiveness clash [5, 6]. The true essence of minimal
invasiveness is related to a direct access and a targeted dissection;
factors lacking in remote-access surgery as implied by its name.
Furthermore, the absence of these same factors potentially
jeopardizes the balance between therapeutic and cosmetic
outcomes in favor of the latter. This is particularly significant in
the context of malignant disease where it is crucial to adhere to
the fundamental onco-surgical principles that state: local control
is a top priority and a direct-access is critical for that [7].

Miccoli is a pioneer and a visionary who acknowledged
early on that while tailoring the surgical strategy undertaken to
patients’ concerns and desires is important for the contemporary
Endocrine Surgeon, adhering to fundamental onco-surgical
principles of safety is a priority. The birth of MIVAT was the result
of this vision. Like any other novel procedure, MIVAT was initially
surrounded by doubt. However, the contributions of Miccoli et al.
unveiled a revolutionary procedure that combined the concepts
of minimal access, minimal invasiveness, safety, and effectiveness
[8, 9]. MIVAT became a surgical tool for all types of thyroid
pathologies [10]. The prosperous impact of his work on the
evolution of thyroid surgery is a constant reminder of Billroth’s
saying; “Only a man who is familiar with the art and science of the
past is competent to aid in its progress in the future” [11]. Miccoli’s
work and devotion to the science and art of surgery, and his
commitment to evidence-based surgical innovation should be
recognized as a feather in his cap. A procedure he developed and
popularized almost two decades ago continues to top the list of
minimal access and minimally invasive thyroid surgery.
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